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HUMAN SKELETONHUMAN SKELETONHUMAN SKELETON

4
5

2AP - SHOOTING SKULL DROP 
(DAZED) 2 4

BRITTLE BONES

UNDEAD

+1+1+1+1

+3

If this wrestler is KO’d at the end of 
the round or start of its activation, it 
replenishes 1 Stamina and removes 
its Knockdown counter.



ROLLING BONES

BRITTLE BONES

1AP - RISE FROM THE GRAVE
This wrestler immediately replenishes all of its Stamina.

If this wrestler is hit by an attack that does 3 damage 
(including Beatdowns), it instead does 5 damage.

125K

HUMAN SKELETONHUMAN SKELETONHUMAN SKELETON

DID YOU KNOW? 
There are so many skeletons in Rolling Bones that the 

casino is actually made out of them!

Underneath all of the wooden planks nailed on by 
enthusiastic goblins, the whole place is made from 

ancient stonework held together by skeletons.

Thankfully most of those skeletons are inanimate, 
although RUMBLESLAM scholars have discovered 

that the whole casino was built on a necomancer’s 
estate, and some of the walls are held together by 
undead skeletons. What these poor souls did to the 

necromancer to suffer such a fate is unknown.
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ORC SKELETONORC SKELETONORC SKELETON

2AP - LOCK JOINT
(-2AP) 1 -

BRITTLE BONES

UNDEAD
If this wrestler is KO’d at the end of 
the round or start of its activation, it 
replenishes 1 Stamina and removes 
its Knockdown counter.



ROLLING BONES

BRITTLE BONES

1AP - RISE FROM THE GRAVE
This wrestler immediately replenishes all of its Stamina.

If this wrestler is hit by an attack that does 3 damage 
(including Beatdowns), it instead does 5 damage.

125K

ORC SKELETONORC SKELETONORC SKELETON

DID YOU KNOW? 
Human skeletons and orc skeletons are very similar 
physiologically. Orc skeletons are heavier, and their 
bones denser, which accounts for their hardiness and 

strength.

It’s also a constant cause of amusement for the human 
skeletons of Rolling Bones: turns out that orcs really 

are just big boned!

Listen, we never said that skeletons have a particularly 
good sense of humour.
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MUMMYMUMMYMUMMY

3
6

2AP - CURSE
(BLEEDING) (DAZED) 0 3

3AP - MOONSAULT LEG DROP 3 5
This attack does double damage if the target 
is Knocked Down.

HOLLOWED OUT

UNDEAD

*
*



ROLLING BONES

HOLLOWED OUT

UNDEAD

2AP - BANDAGE WHIP WRAP
This wrestler lassos an opponent with its bandages! 
Pick one enemy wrestler within 3 squares and move 
them directly toward this wrestler until their 
movement is interrupted.

This wrestler is immune to all Beatdowns.

If this wrestler is KO’d at the end of the round or start 
of its activation, it replenishes 1 Stamina and removes 
its Knockdown counter.

225K

MUMMYMUMMYMUMMY

DID YOU KNOW? 
Although mummies are more traditionally found in 

Diamond Oasis, some do tend to wander. In fact, 
Darwish-Ra is one particularly famous mummy.

He wandered the world, spreading the practice of 
mummification in a series of informative lectures. Now 

you can find mummies all over, in the casino halls of 
Rolling Bones and nursing homes worldwide.
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4

ZOMBIEZOMBIEZOMBIE

3
6

2AP - TOMBSTONE PILEDRIVER 2 -

If this attack does a Beatdown, increase 
the number by 2.

3AP - GRAVESTONE DROP
(KNOCKDOWN) 3 4

BRAAAINS

UNDEAD

+1+1+1+1

*
*

+1



ROLLING BONES

BRAAAINS

UNDEAD

2AP - WALKING CORPSE
Until the end of the round this wrestler cannot be 
reduced below 1 Stamina. 
Any attacks that would KO this wrestler instead do an 
amount of Damage to take it to 1 Stamina.

If this wrestler KO’s an enemy wrestler, it immediately 
replenishes all of its Stamina.

If this wrestler is KO’d at the end of the round or start 
of its activation, it replenishes 1 Stamina and removes 
its Knockdown counter.

225K

ZOMBIEZOMBIEZOMBIE

DID YOU KNOW? 
The gas that builds inside a zombie’s intestines is a 

valuable commodity!

In Rolling Bones, a Zombie-Bomb-Blaster cocktail 
will set you back half the Dosh of a RUMBLESLAM 
ticket. But it’s bound to get you very, very drunk. And 

possibly kill you. But that’s the fun!
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WEREWOLFWEREWOLFWEREWOLF

4
9

3AP - CRUCIFIX POWERBOMB
(CROWD) (KNOCKDOWN) 2 -

1AP - CLAW SWIPE
(BLEEDING) 1 -

4AP - FULL MOONSAULT
(SHOVE 4) 4 6

BONE CHEWER

+1+1+1+1

+1+1+1+1

+1



ROLLING BONES

BONE CHEWER

3AP - HOWL AT THE MOON
This wrestler stops everything to howl!

All enemy wrestlers’ Crowd Pleasers immediately end. 
This wrestler’s activation immediately ends as well.

At the end of the round, if any friendly wrestlers with 
the Undead Passive Ability are in base contact with this 
wrestler, it picks them up and gives them a shake!

Place those wrestlers in any unoccupied space in base 
contact with this wrestler.

300K

WEREWOLFWEREWOLFWEREWOLF

DID YOU KNOW? 
There are only a small number of Werewolves living 
in Rolling Bones casino. Each werewolf marks their 

territory fiercely, and if one finds out that another has 
been wrestling in their ring, they will go berserk.

The Full Moon Fight Club was started to settle such 
disputes, and these matches are bloody beyond belief. 
Only 13 tickets are sold to each - any more and the 

werewolves turn on the onlookers instead.


